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How do I use the Question and Answer material?

NEW QUESTION: 1
A contact center agent wants to leverage subject matter experts
(SMEs) on Chatter to resolve a complex issue for a customer.
What is the recommended solution to increase the involvement of
SMEs and track the case to completion in Chatter?
A. Use hashtag (#) to track the customer case and SMEs comments
B. Bookmark all the comments related to the issue from SMEs
C. @mention the SMEs on the case Chatter feed and follow the
case
D. Follow the SMEs to receive automatic updates when they add
case comments
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following would MOST likely result in updates to
an IT risk appetite statement?
A. Changes in senior management
B. Feedback from focus groups
C. External audit findings
D. Self-assessment reports
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Patient had a cholecystectomy 6 days ago and is now coming back
with evidence of staphylococcal cellulitis at the site of
operative incision.
A. 998.51, 682.8, 041.11
B. 958.3, 682.8, 041.11
C. 998.59, 682.2, 041.10
D. 958.3, 682.2, 041.19
Answer: C
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